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ABSTRACT
Objective: Paraoxonase-1 (PON1) 192 QR polymorphism is believed to be an important protective factor for coronary artery disease
(CAD); oxidative stress plays a key role in the development of atherosclerotic CAD. Mean platelet volume (MPV) is also central to the
processes, including pathophysiology of CAD and endothelial dysfunction. Thus, we aimed to determine the PON1 phenotype, MPV, and
oxidative stress parameters in patients with angiographically proven CAD and to compare them with those in healthy subjects.
Methods: Fifty-five CAD patients were diagnosed according to the angiography results, and 37 healthy subjects were present in this
study. Serum paraoxonase and arylesterase activities were spectrophotometrically measured. Phenotype distribution was evaluated by
the salt-stimulated paraoxonase activity according to arylesterase activity. Oxidative stress markers were evaluated by measuring serum
total oxidant status (TOS) and total anti-oxidant status (TAS) as well as oxidative stress index.
Results: In this study, the ratio of salt-stimulated paraoxonase/OSI levels (S-PON1/OSI) were lower in the CAD patients and the differences were statistically significant (p<0.05). Therefore, the ratio of salt-stimulated paraoxonase/MPV (S -PON1/MPV) and S- PON1/
OSI level were significantly different in the CAD patients as compared with control group (p<0.01).
Conclusion: Our study has suggested that S-PON1/OSI and S-PON1/MPV may play a significant role in CAD. To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to study the relationship among PON1 phenotype, MPV, and OSI in CAD patients. Thus, lowering of
the oxidative stress and the regulation of MPV strategies may be a promising approach for the treatment of CAD.
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Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD), that has a lot of complications, is one of the causes of deaths worldwide.
Many researchers have shown that atherosclerosis is the major cause of CAD (1). Although many systemic
events play an important role in the development of atherosclerosis, oxidative stress together with mean
platelet volume (MPV) can significantly increase atherosclerosis in CAD patients (2). Atherosclerotic plaque
stimulates the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, certain interleukins, hepatic fibrinogen, and C-reactive proteins. When plaques build up in the multiple segments of coronary arteries, which supply oxygenrich blood to the myocardium, CAD generally occurs (3). The diagnosis of CAD is made by the detection
of luminal stenosis during coronary angiography in most of the patients.
Many studies have shown that MPV occurs freely and is a known indicator of CAD (4); activation of
platelets plays a key role in the development of atherosclerotic CAD (5). Therefore, numerous researchers
have exhibited that there is a substantial association between MPV and cardiovascular risk factors such as
hypertension, obesity, smoke, and diabetes mellitus. Thus, an elevated MPV induces the onset of myocardial infarction (6, 7). In contrast, another researcher has demonstrated that MPV is not concerned with
the degree of CAD (5). However, as proposed in the previous studies, MPV may be associated with the
prognostic factors of CAD, such as diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and dyslipidemia, which may affect
CAD events (8, 9).
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PON1 is a special type of enzyme having 354 amino
acids with a molecular weight of 43 kDa. It catalyzes
the breakdown of paraoxan, hydrogen peroxide, organophosphates, and lipid peroxide. In the recent years,
studies on PON1 have established that PON1 polymorphism might play a key role in the development of
atherosclerotic CAD, and many researchers have shown
that increased PON1 activity has a special protective
role in the development of atherosclerosis because of
the prevention of oxidation of low-density lipoproteins
(LDL) by breaking down lipid hydroperoxides in the
lipoprotein (10, 11).
Human PON1 phenotype is classified into three polymorphisms depending on the activity of the enzyme
on the substrate. Substrate activity changes as the enzyme consists of either glutamine (Q) or arginine (R)
amino acids at the 192nd position. Although R has a
high activity, Q has a lower activity. If each chromosome encodes Q and R amino acids individually, the
patient would have mild activity (QR). Thus, many
studies have proven that Q polymorphism has a higher
risk of atherosclerosis (12).
Methods
The study was performed at the Departments of Cardiology and Clinical Biochemistry, Bezmialem Vakif
University, from January 2014 to July 2014. The study
group included 37 healthy persons and 55 patients diagnosed by coronary angiography. After 8–12 h of fasting, a 5 mL sample blood was taken; lipid parameters
and hemogram parameters were determined from fresh
serum and with EDTA tube using commercially tests
(Roche/Hitachi, Basel, Switzerland). The sera were incubated at −80°C until the analysis of PON1 activities
and oxidative stress parameters.
In our study, we did not include patients who had history of disease, such as those with any neoplastic diseases and those who previously had angina episodes and
myocardial infarction before taking any drugs.
Analysis of PON1 activities
PON1 activities were measured as the known three different activities called as the basal activity, salt-stimulated activity (presence of NaCI), and arylesterase activity.
Briefly, paraoxon (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) is used as
a substrate, and the production of p-nitrophenol is measured at 412 nm using spectrophotometry. Generation
of p-nitrophenol/min is considered as the paraoxonase
activity by incorporating the molar absorptivity coefficient (17100 M−1·cm−1) of p-nitrophenol. Finally, paraoxonase activity was expressed as U/L of serum (13).
Phenylacetate is used as a substrate for the measurement
of arylesterase activity. As a result of hydrolyzed phenylacetate, the production of phenol/min is calculated

from its molar absorptivity coefficient (1310 M−1·cm−1)
and the serum arylesterase activity is determined. Enzyme activities were expressed in international units/1 L
of serum (U/L). When salt-stimulated paraxonase activity is the y axis against the arylesterase activity on the x
axis, the three phenotypes can be calculated (14).
Analysis of total antioxidant status
Sera TAS levels were evaluated using commercially
available diagnostic kits (Rel Assay, Gaziantep, Turkey)
with an auto-analyser (C-8000; Abbott, USA). Using
this method, Fe+2 O-dianisidine complex with hydrogen peroxide generates OH− radicals by a Fenton-type
reaction. This powerful, reduced ROS reacts with colorless o-dianisidine molecules at low pH to form yellowish-brown dianisidine radicals. O-dianisidine radicals
increase the formation of the colored complex by participating in an advanced oxidation reaction. However,
antioxidants that stop these oxidation reactions suppress
the formation of the color. The results were provided by
automated analyzers used to measure this reaction spectrophotometrically. The results were expressed as mmol
Trolox equivalent/L (15).
Analysis of total oxidant status
Serum TOS levels were measured using commercially
available diagnostic kits (Rel Assay, Gaziantep, Turkey)
with an auto-analyzer (C-8000; Abbott, USA). Briefly,
serum oxidant molecules converts ferrous ion to ferric
ion. Ferric ion together with xylenol orange forms a
colored complex within the acidic media. This reaction is accelerated by the glycerol molecule. The severity of the colored complex is related to the amount of
oxidant molecule in the sera. H2O2 was used as the
standard, and the results were expressed as μmol H2O2
equivalent/L (16).
Calculation of oxidative stress index was performed using the following formula: OSI (arbitrary unit)=TOS
(μmol H2O2 equiv/L)/10×TAS (mmol Trolox equiv/L)
(17). Namely, the ratio of TOS to TAS gave the oxidative stress index (OSI), an indicator of the degree of
oxidative stress.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistical program
(version 20 for Windows; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA).
The distribution of continuous variables was evaluated
with a one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Chisquare (x2) and Fisher’s exact tests were performed for
the comparison of the distribution of phenotype variables between the patients and controls; Student’s t test
and Mann–Whitney U tests were used to compare the
continuous variables. Results for continuous variables
were expressed as mean±standard deviation, whereas
categorical variables were expressed either as a number
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or percentage. A p value of <0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.

Table 2. Comparison of parameters in patients diagnosed
with CAD and the control group*

Results

Parameters

Controls (n=37)

p

Clinical, demographic, and laboratory parameters of the
subjects are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences between the CAD patients and controls
with respect to age and gender (p<0.05). Paraoxonase
and arylesterase activities, salt-stimulated paraoxonase,
and the ratio of S-PON1/OSI levels were significantly
lower in the CAD patients; the differences were statistically significant in CAD patients compared with those
in controls (p<0.05 for all). There was also a significant
difference in the ratio of S-PON1/MPV between control group and the patients (p<0.05).

PON1 (U/L)

195±147

271±168

<0.05

S-PON1 (U/L)

432±306

617±347

<0.05

Arylesterase (kU/L)

315±47

341±59

<0.05

OSI

0.76±0.16

0.70±0.19

Ns

S-PON1/OSI

580±399

938±603

<0.01

S-PON1/MPV

43±31

65±35

<0.01

2.9±0.4

3.0±0.5

Ns

Discussion

TOS (µmol
H2O2 equiv/L)

22.3±3.6

20.9±3.8

Ns

PLT (×103/L)

220±60

225±65

Ns

MPV (fL)

10±0.8

9±0.8

Ns

In our study, we investigated the hypothesis that decreased PON1 activity, ratio of S-PON1/OSI, and
PON1/MPV may play a key role in the pathogenesis of
CAD. We observed that CAD patients had a lower level
of serum paraoxonase and arylesterase activities as well
as decreased ratio of S-PON1/OSI and PON1/MPV
when compared with the healthy subjects (Table 2). As
we mentioned before, many studies have shown that humans with the PON1 192 Q phenotype are more prone
to CAD than those with the R phenotype (18). The
192nd position of amino acid has two polymorphisms
that are known as R (high activity) and Q (low activity). Thus, human polymorphism can be separated into
the following three phenotypes: QQ (low activity), QR
(intermediate activity), and RR (high activity) (12, 19).
Actually, many researchers have demonstrated that low
PON1 activity is associated with CAD because LDL
oxidation is not prevented. PON1 is also an antioxidant
enzyme that prevents the oxidation of LDL as well as
HDL (20). We also observed a statistical difference in
PON1 activities between CAD patients and the control
Table 1. Demographic and social parameters in CAD
patients and controls
Parameters

CAD (n=55)

Controls (n=37)

p

Age (years)

60±10

56±12

Ns

Sex (M/F)

39/16

26/11

Ns

HDL-C (mg/dL)

29±7

33±8

Ns

LDL-C (mg/dL)

120±39

125±45

Ns

TC (mg/dL)

180±45

192±54

Ns

TG (mg/dL)

138±71

154±95

Ns

CAD: coronary artery disease; BMI: body mass index; HDL-C: high-density
lipoprotein-cholesterol; LDL-C: low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol; TC:
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CAD (n=55)

total cholesterol; TG: triglyceride; values are mean±SD; ns: non-significant

TAS (mmol
Trolox equiv /L)

*The data are presented as mean±SD; Ns: non-significant
CAD: coronary artery disease; PON1: paraoxonase-1; OSI: oxidative stress
index; MPV: mean platelet volume; TAS: total anti-oxidant status; TOS:
total oxidant status; PLT: platelet count

group (Table 2). Some researchers demonstrated that
PON1R is more protective against CAD than the Q
phenotype (21), as we expected (Figure 1). We observed
that TOS was higher in CAD patients than in controls,
although there was no statistical significance. However,
S-PON1/OSI was lower in CAD patients compared to
controls. Thus, decreased S-PON1/OSI may, in part,
be prone to the development of atherosclerosis in CAD
patients because of increased susceptibility to lipid peroxidation (Figure 2, 3). Thus, it seems reasonable that
S-PON1/OSI ratio represents the function of coronary
artery. Here, we demonstrated that S-PON1/OSI ratio
might be an independent risk factor associated with CAD
patients, while lipid profile and other conventional risk
factors did not show such relationships. We have also
demonstrated that MPV was elevated in CAD patients
but there was no statistically significant difference between patients and controls (Table 2). However, we observed that the ratio of S-PON1/MPV is higher in CAD
patients than that in controls.
Many scientists have demonstrated that MPV levels were
significantly higher in patients with CAD than those
in controls (22, 23). Platelets that have high MPV are
enzymatically and metabolically active and release more
cytokines and mediator molecules. These molecules
can lead to the development of atherosclerotic plaques.
Hence, many mediators that are expressed by activated
platelets may contribute to coronary atherosclerosis in
CAD patients. The relationship between atherosclerosis
and high MPV could be explained by both the increased
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Figure 1. Distribution of Phenotype in patients and control groups
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Figure 2. Relationship with between Phenotype distribution and ratio of S-PON1/MPV, S-PON1/OSI.

number of platelets and platelet aggregation in coronary arterioles (23, 24).
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In the light of the findings of this study, PON1/MPV
seems to be an independent predictor for CAD patients. We also suggest that S-PON1/OSI and PON1/
MPV can be considered to be the new risk factors for
atherosclerotic CAD. Reduction of PON1 activities
may also increase the development of atherosclerosis
in CAD patients. Thus, investigation is required to explain the possible mechanisms underlying the relationship between paraoxonase phenotype and MPV.
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